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ABSTRACT 

This study explores the concept of popular participation in rural 

development with particular reference to the forestry sector and its role in 

poverty alleviation. It starts with the premise that popular participation is 

necessary to address poverty issues and that popular participation can be 

promoted through aid projects funded by bilateral aid donors and implemented 

through government bureaucracies. The case study of an aid-funded social 

forestry project in Solomon Islands highlights impediments to aid agency 

promotion of popular participation: different objectives from local people, a 

blueprint approach to project management, and lack of experience in community 

development, and identifies some of the difficulties of working with Third World 

bureaucracies: a top down approach to development, limited resources, 

inexperience, and a weak infrastructure. Nevertheless, it concludes that a 

participatory approach to project planning and implementation is possible. 
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"Forests, land and people in the Solomon Islands are inseparably 
linked together. The forests are a vital part of the country's 
cultural heritage and contribute to the welfare and economic 
development of the people. The environment and ecological 
stability of the islands is conditioned by a protective covering of 
forest on the higher land, along rivers, coasts, and in many other 
sensitive areas. Our national survival depends on what we do with 
our forests." 

(SI Ministry of Natural Resources, 1989 :5-6). 
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